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“Missing Stakeholders”

 Individuals
- consumers
- users of natural resources
- landowners

 Small businesses
 Local & Tribal government entities
Non-governmental organizations



“Missing Stakeholders”
Individuals and groups 

 directly affected by a proposed rule, either as 
beneficiaries or because their behavior will be regulated

and
 who historically have not participated (or participated 

effectively) in public commenting processes



CeRI
Cornell University researchers from
 communications 
 computing 
 conflict resolution
 education
 information science 
 law

Faculty, post-graduate, graduate, masters, undergrads
E-Government clinic





The challenge

Designing a participation system that can reduce 
inequalities in access, knowledge, and skills:

1. unawareness 

2. low participation literacy

3. “information overload”



“Marketing” public participation

The medium: Using social and conventional media to put 
info where targeted groups are likely to find it



“Marketing” public participation

The message:
 How this would affect you
 Your right to participate
 Government’s responsibility to pay attention
 Others with adverse interests will participate whether 

you do or not



Building new participation skills
 Educational materials

important , but expect (relatively) small impact

 “Purposeful participation design”
deliberately designing the site and choosing participation tools to 
encourage  more informed commenting

 “Facilitative moderation”
online moderation, based on practices of group facilitation offline, to 
mentor effective commenting











Designing information to lessen 
information overload

 Triage
making sure that the most important information gets the most attention

 Signposting
providing visual cues that give participants an overview of the issues and 
let them quickly find topics of interest

 Translation
conveying info in plain language and plain syntax

 Layering
giving participants access to info at different levels of complexity





The goal

Enabling missing stakeholders to reveal “situated 
knowledge” –
Information 
 about impacts, ambiguities and gaps, enforceability, 

contributory causes, unintended consequences, etc. 
that is
 known  by participants because of their lived experience 

in the complex reality into which the proposed policy 
would be introduced



Is it worth the effort?

Richard Cordray, Director of the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau, speaking to a conference of US rulemakers about 
Regulation Room:

“This interactive process produces a level of engagement 
that deepens knowledge on both sides, and allows citizens 
to participate in rulemaking by means of a controlled 
forum. … 
We are finding it worth the effort to engage the public in 
new and different ways.”



For more information

• See the site and the actual public discussions:
Regulationroom.org

• Read the report to agency managers about what our research 
has revealed:

“Rulemaking 2.0:
Understanding, and Getting,
Better Public Participation”

• Contact us
– regulationroom@cornell.edu
– cynthia.farina@cornell.edu

mailto:regulationroom@cornell.edu
mailto:cynthia.farina@cornell.edu
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